Seriously fun. Passionately playful. This is most definitely NOT your kid’s bass. This boutique bass sports a short 22.5 inch scale, yet its radiant tone can be compared to a grand piano string. The Marleaux Consat Soprano nimbly responds to the players touch and produces focused and punchy tones with beautifully rich, ringing sustain. Small in size, huge in tone. Our most travel friendly bass!

Construction/Wood:
22.5 inch/57 cm scale (tuned one octave higher than standard)
Maple/wenge neck 6 point bolt on matching headstock
24 fret rosewood fingerboard
2 piece body with custom top

Electronics:
Passive tone control stacked volume/tone knob
Single humbucker from Delano

Hardware:
Custom Marleaux soprano bridge by ETS in chrome or black
Schaller tuner and security locks

Finish:
Satin

Options:
Lefthanded